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The Yarbrough Family Quarterly
The Yarbrough Family Quarterly (YFQ) is published four times a year by The Yarbrough
National Genealogical & Historical Association, Inc. (YNGHA) at Blountsville, AL.
Distribution is by the Internet. New issues may be viewed online and/or printed by visiting
the YNGHA website.
Contributed articles are welcomed and should be sent to the Editor, The Yarbrough
Family Quarterly, 277 Three Oaks Road, Blountsville, AL 35031-6068. Either paper
manuscript or digital format (preferably Microsoft® Word or Adobe® PDF) is acceptable,
and the submitter will be afforded an opportunity to review any editorial changes prior
to publication. Photographs must be accompanied by a signed release form.
The YFQ is the successor of The Yarbrough Family Quarterly published by Mrs. Nelle Morris
Jenkins. That was actually a newsletter, beginning in 1961 and continuing until her death in
1963. Charles David (“Texas Charlie”) Yarborough began publishing in 1966 and continued
until his death in 1985. Charles H. ("Tennessee Charlie") Yarbro next served as editor and
publisher of an interim newsletter from 1986 until 1990.
Publication of the current YFQ began in 1991 with Leonard Yarbrough as editor.
Succeeding editors were Karen Mazock, Kent Goble and Gayle Ord.
Send changes and updates to membership names and addresses, e-mail addresses and
postal (zip) codes to the YNGHA Secretary, Joanne Augspurger, #7 Deborah Drive,
Bloomfield, IA 62537-1109.When requesting information about an ancestor, please provide
an abbreviated pedigree email to the YNGHA; alternatively, post a request on the YNGHA
Facebook page. The YNGHA is a not-for-profit Virginia corporation engaged in Yarbrough
family genealogical research and education, focusing on the lineages, deeds and
accomplishments of the extended Yarbrough and allied families.
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Dear Members and Friends,
Greetings and welcome as 2022 winds down. We have, collectively,
accomplished a lot during the last few years.
We are still working on our goals for the coming year, and there will
be more about those later.
The digital copying and uploading of our research records has given
us 171 volumes of records of our extended families. That is, anyway it
is viewed, a gargantuan accomplishment by our members and Board.
The bound research books have been donated to the City of Franklin, Tennessee Library for safe keeping. The
bound books will be available to all who wish to visit the library for in-depth research, unlike now when they are
only available once a year during the conference.
Other issues that still require attention:
Soliciting members, friends and relatives to submit their DNA sample to the YNGHA data base as this has proven
to be a very valuable research tool. We now have over 160 individuals that have submitted. Please see the
information in the Quarterly. (Check with Ancestry.com they sometimes have a special price at this time of the
year.)
New membership is vital and the life source of YNGHA. Please encourage your relatives to become members of
the organization. Our original and early members have left us a legacy that we must preserve. This is not
possible without new membership. We will have a membership campaign committee appointed in the near
future with obtainable new membership goals.
I wish to offer my heartfelt thanks to the Board and Officers for the last 7 years of helping “Keeping the
Family” and supporting our organization.
I leave the office of President knowing that our New President, Steve Yarbrough of Virginia, is more than
capable of leading the YNGHA into the future. I wish him the best of luck!

Jim Yarbrough
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Another year is rapidly approaching, and it is with bittersweet
thoughts that a review of the past few years is made. First, it was
disappointing to miss the conference. However, I am no longer a”
young’un”, and my medical staff were very convincing with their
arguments in favor of staying home. Second, several members of our
Board have decided to step down, for various and very sound reasons.
We will miss Tee Devine, Chad Jones, Jim and Hal Yarbrough. They
were instrumental in bringing and maintaining order with their oversight of the YNGHA.
Jim is staying involved as a director, and Steve Yarbrough has agreed to take over as
president. He is joined by fellow Virginian, Dwight Yarbrough as vice-president. In addition,
Vicki Yarbrough joins the Board.
We have been returning to Petersburg and Old Blandford every ten years, and this has
never been a disappointment. The report I have been given indicate that while our attendance
may have been a bit sparse, the interest and enthusiasm of the attendees were much higher
than anticipated. The highlight, as expected, was the set of 171 volumes of our archived
records. Those volumes represent the results of our dedicated family researchers.
A highlight of the conference was brought by Sidney and Becky Yarbrough. They
obtained acorns from the Yarbrough Oak,1 and have grown a number of scions of this old
tree. He has offered them to those who would have their own Yarbrough Tree. I am eagerly
anticipating the arrival of several of these young oaks. I live on a private drive named “Three
Oaks Road”, so I expect it is obvious where three of these descendants will be located.
Several years ago, the Board decided that the hard copies should be kept by the
Williamson County Library in Franklin, Tennessee. This library was the only one considered
that would agree to the YNGHA to check out the entire collection for our family conferences.
In addition, the Board decided that we should provide digital copies to libraries in the states
with significant numbers of Yarbroughs (using census records in making this determination).
At this time, nineteen libraries receive digitized records of the Blandford Series of Family
Records, Nelle Morris Jenkins’ Newsletter, Charles David Yarborough’s Yarborough Family
Magazine, Charles Henry Yarbro’s Interim Newsletter and the Yarbrough Family Quarterly

–Leonard

1

More about the YarbroughOak is on the following page. 4
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The Yarbrough Oak
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From the Annual Meeting
Besides being an opportunity to “meet and greet” both near and distant relatives, the
conference is also a business meeting. The YNGHA is, after all, a registered corporate body,
and there are certain actions requiring attention at the conference. These include election/reelection of officers and directors, setting forth goals and objectives for the following year(s),
and review of the budget. We have been fortunate to have had a stable and dedicated Board for
the past several years. This year, several of the Board have decided to step down, for a variety
of reasons mostly attributable to Father Time. We wish them “Godspeed”, as well as thank them
for their faithful service.
Steve Yarbrough is our President, and he is joined by fellow Virginian Dwight Yarbrough
as Vice President. JoAnne Augpurger and Don Yarbrough continue as Secretary and Treasurer,
respectively. Clark Hickman, Rusty Moore and Hal, Jim, and Leonard Yarbrough continue to
serve directors. They are joined by Vickie Yarbrough, who is replacing Tee Devine.
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Return to Old Blandford
Old Richard Yarborough was both a founder of the Old Blandford Parish and the first to be
interred on the Old Blandford Churchyard premises. Since its founding, the YNGHA has
always enjoyed a “most favored” status with the local historical organization that oversees the
Old Blandford Church. One of the “perks” is having the opportunity to attend a memorial
service for Old Richard’s burial. This service follows the liturgy of the times, and is a moving
experience. The photograph below shows two of the Tiffany windows of the church.
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Snapshots from the Conference
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Using the YNGHA Family Records
Until the YNGHA completed digitizing the family records it had amassed since its
inception, researching a Yarbrough family member entailed thumbing through the volumes more
or less page by page. This was, of course, a time-consuming effort, and a major activity at the
YNGHA conferences. When the digitization project began, there were over a hundred
binders/notebooks. As the process matured, the need for a volume index became obvious,
particularly each time it was necessary to fit out-of-sequence pages in their appropriate location
in a volume. It soon became apparent that manual indexing would take roughly a millennium to
complete.
Fortunately, by the beginning of the present millennium, there were several software
packages available, one of which was targeted toward the textbook market2. While pricey, its
only limitation appeared to be the amount of available computer memory. It also permitted the
merging of indices from multiple volumes. This turned out to be a surprise to both the software
developer and to the digitization team.
By the time that about half of the total volumes were digitized, it became apparent that the
“average” volume would average around 300 pages. The source material had to be legible and
reasonably high contrast, if the indexing were to turn out well. An added feature of the software
allowed rapid error correction. (This really means that the resulting index was a Microsoft
Word® document). Fortunately, only a few volumes were of such poor quality that indexing by
hand was required. Typically, a volume’s post-indexing review required very little manual index.
The digitization project began with the YNGHA having 110 volumes (more or less, as some
volumes were little more than a handful of pages stuck in a three-ring binder). The project was
pretty much completed by the time there were 143 digitized volumes (~2019). Since then,
another twenty-eight volumes have been added. The first completed merged index was so large
that it had to be broken into two parts in order to provide two manageable sized bound volumes.
The software developed was astounded when he learned what had been done to create such a
large pair of indices.
Insofar as online research is concerned, the single (and very large) index is a tremendous
research tool. The two-part index that accompanies the two DVDs required by the entire set of
records has not created any known user difficulties. Since all volumes are searchable (including
the indices), one can quickly obtain a set of pages to review (each search item, of course, must be
found and saved or discarded, as the case may be).
The formatting of the search results is not intuitive, as the following examples illustrate. The
basis of this example is taken from an inquiry on the YNGHA Facebook® page concerning a

2

TEXtract/www.Textxyz.com
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Larkin Yarbrough. A search of the second half of the master index yields
“Yarbrough, Larkin 126126 108, 133 263, 275’ and “Yarbrough, Larkin H. 123 153”
This is cryptic, in that the space is a delimiter separating pages of a particular volume. With
that in mind, the first citation is on page 108 of Volume 126. If the comma is absent between two
numbers, the two numbers are the volume and page number where the sought name or term is
located. Here it is seen that Larkin Yarbrough has an account of record for 25 acres. The second
and third citations are on pages 263 and 275, respectively. The second citation is taken from the
South Carolina Genealogical Journal, 164-85:
Larken YARBROUGH and his wife Nancy Slaughter were born in North Carolina.
They were married in December 2808 probably in Richmond Co., NC. They later
moved to Stewart Co., TN, and were living there when their daughter Ellender was
born in 1829. Who were the parents of Larken Yarbrough? (1983) Lillian P. B.
Russell, 1925 Hyland, Ferndale, MI 48220.
The third citation from page 275 is a family group page for Larkin Yarbrough (Yarber), with
the completed portion given below.

The reference for Larkin H. Yarbrough is page 153, Volume 123. It is simple from the
census of 1900 and which provides Larkin’s birth month as Dec 1899, residing in Harrison
Co. TX
Exercising the prerogative of looking at nearby pages of the Volume 133 citation, page 279
is a pedigree sheet which shows Larken Yarber being a son of John Yarborough, Wake Co., NC,
-18-

and his father John Yarbrough, Sr, and mother Minerva (Verer) It also shows Larken is a third
cousin of William Langford (b Jan 1791, d 20 Jun 1880).
Some of the indexed pages may not explicitly agree with the actual page numbers. This
disparity is the result of the insertion of blank pages after the initial introductory pages of each
volume. This was done after the indexing project began, so some page citations are accurate and
some are off a page or two. In addition, some of the shown page numbers derive from a
publication from which the page was taken and then included in a specific volume.

What We Are Doing
Eric Yarberry. The World Service for the Blind Board of Directors is excited to announce
the appointment of Eric Yarberry as our new CEO effective November 1st, 2022.
Eric has served the past four and a half years as Director of Education and Training and a
total of 7 years involved with program development and implementation. He has been
recognized as the next generation of leaders by his colleagues in the blindness field.
Eric has excelled at bringing a new level of industry standard certifications and
partnerships to the offerings at WSB’s vocational programming.
An Arkansas native, Eric actively serves on various boards for organizations within
the blindness community, and he brings to the table real world knowledge of living with a
visual impairment. He enjoys volunteering his time to the Arkansas Association for
Education and Rehabilitation for the Blind and Visually Impaired, Penny Forward, the
Arkansas School for the Blind Alumni Association and is the President of the Little Rock
Founders Lions club, which is the oldest club in continuous service since February 17,
1916. He graduated from the University of Arkansas at Little Rock with a Bachelor’s in
English and a Master’s in Professional and Technical Writing. He lives in Little Rock with
his lovely wife, Emily, and his Leader Dog, Hank.
The agency is well aligned to offer services to the blind community for the next 75
years and beyond.
Board Chair Kenneth Reed of California stated: "I have had the pleasure of serving on
the WSB Operations Board for eleven years and we have gone through some very tough
times but with the leadership of Sharon Giovinazzo and her excellent team, WSB is running
on all eight cylinders and headed down the road to success. Part of that team is Eric
Yarberry and what an outstanding job he has done and will continue to do in his newly
appointed position of CEO replacing Sharon. He has some very large shoes to fill but I have
no doubt in my mind he will fill those shoes and hit the road running to make WSB even
better than what it is presently. I believe he will improve the lives of the clients and make
the workplace even more positive than it is already."
Our current CEO Sharon Giovinazzo and her team have worked tirelessly over the last
eight years to lead WSB to be a center of excellence that is loomed to as an example in the
field.
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Tyler Chance Yarbro Tyler Chance Yarbro has been recognized
by Best Lawyers® since 2016. For 2022, she was also named “Lawyer of
the Year” in Nashville for her work in the area of Employment LawIndividuals. This recognition is given to the lawyer who receives the
highest overall peer feedback provided in response to the Best Lawyers
peer selection surveys.
Tyler is the Managing Partner of Dodson Parker Behm &
Capparella, PC, and recently presented a program, entitled “How to
Break Up With Your Worst Client,” which dealt with dealing with difficult attorney-client
relationships and ethically parting ways with problematic clients.

Kim Yarbrough. Kim Yarbrough – “… a voice as sultry and haunting as a Southern Summer … one of
the worlds’ most gifted vocalists…” Since her Phenomenal Splash on Season 2 of NBC's "THE VOICE",
the world knows just how gifted. After her appearance on "The Voice" she was interviewed on
the "TODAY" Show with Kathie Lee Gifford, Hoda and Al Roker. That same evening, she dropped in to
sing with "The Roots" on "Late Night with Jimmy Fallon".

Classically trained, Kim sings in every style, from Broadway to
Blues, Rock to R&B, Jazz to Jingles and everything in between. Her
vocal prowess has been compared to the likes of Aretha Franklin. Her
latest comparison is "Jennifer Hudson meets Chaka Khan". She
dominates every element— stage, film, recordings. Actress Sheryl Lee
Ralph has dubbed her “Little Aretha”, The late "Teena Marie" labeled
her voice as "The Truth", and legendary singer/actress, Della Reese is
quoted as saying, “You owe it to yourself to see Kim Yarbrough.”
Maroon 5 front Man Adam Levine and Christina Aguilera have
consistently pronounced Kim as a versatile powerhouse vocalist and "A
force to be reckoned with."
An extensive background in theater & dance, Kim is a quadruple
threat. (Singer, actor, dancer and instrumentalist) She began as a young
actor at the age of 8, and by the age of 14, many of the professional
stages in her home of Memphis, Tennessee began to take note of her
talent, casting her in featured roles or as the lead. These roles led to phone call after phone call to do live
performances for legends like Bobby “Blue” Bland. The applause in Memphis offered only a taste of the
limelight, becoming a springboard for musical theater performances at some of the most prestigious
theaters in the world: The Guthrie Theater and The Children's Theater of Minneapolis, The Arena Stage
in D.C., The Pasadena Playhouse, and the Le Clef Theater in Paris, France. Kim also performed in
the National Tour of “Ain't Misbehavin” in the role of Nell Carter. This role came on the heels of the First
Annual African-Americans and Europe International Conference in Paris, France where she was a
featured actor and vocalist in that history-making event. In 2013, she toured with the rock musical, "One
Night with Janis Joplin", playing to sold out audiences and nightly standing ovations across the country.
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Brian Yarbrough. Brian Yarbrough began his career with
Edward Jones in 2007 as an analyst in the Research department
following the consumer and industrial industries, specifically
Canadian companies. He currently follows U.S. consumer
companies and has 14 years’ experience as an analyst.
Prior to joining Edward Jones, Yarbrough served as an
analyst following the retail industry for Flagstone Securities
and Rockhouse Securities. He began his career at Kennedy
Capital management Inc., where he spent six years as a
research analyst following consumer companies.
Yarbrough earned his master of finance degree from
Saint Louis University. Prior to graduate school, he attended
University of Missouri–St. Louis, where he earned a bachelor’s
degree in business administration with an emphasis in finance. In addition, Yarbrough holds the
Chartered Financial Analyst designation and is a member of the CFA Institute and the CFA
Society of St. Louis.
Yarbrough has been quoted in Forbes, Bloomberg, Dow Jones Newswire, Associated Press,
National Post, The Globe and Mail, Toronto Star, Business News Network and The Canadian
Press.

Leonard Yarbrough. Since he retired in January 2006, Leonard has been active consulting,
managing several websites, volunteering at a local museum, and enjoying operating an amateur
radio station. He has also been active in the local veteran groups, as well as helping local not-forprofit organizations incorporate and filing for tax-exemption status. One of the organizations he
recently helped is the Blount County (Alabama) Quilters Guild. Part of their mission is providing
quilts to Blount County veterans. As part of the Veterans Day activities, the Guild presented
quilts to 16 veterans November 1st, where Leonard was both a quilt recipient and the speaker for
the event.
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Ronald Allen Yarberry. Ronald Allen Yarberry, age 74 of Social Circle, passed away on October 12,
2021. He was born in DeKalb County on July 28, 1947 to the late Ollie Yarberry and the late Lois Johnson
Yarberry. He was preceded in death by his sisters, the late Charlotte Skeleton and the late Mary Christian; his
brothers, the late Collie Yarberry, and the late Joe Yarberry.
Surviving is, his wife, Glenda Escoe Yarberry; son and daughter in law, Mike and Christina Yarberry;
daughter and son in law, Brandi and Bill Elliott; sisters and brothers in law, Judy and Billy Johnson, Pam
Yarberry, Vicky and Wayne Taylor; brothers and sisters in law, Tommy and Doris Yarberry, Tony and Sue
Yarberry; grandchildren, Cheyanne Elliott, Bill Elliott III, Coile Yarberry, Logan Elliott, and Jocie Elliott;
great grandchild, Mason Smith; and numerous nieces and nephews.
A memorial service was held on Thursday October 21st at the Standridge Pavilion in Social Circle with
the Rev. Clint Powell officiating. There was a visitation on Thursday October 21st.

Yaleigh Yarbrough. Yaleigh Yarbrough was
not stopped by a broken femur. The 17-year-old
from Elk City, Oklahoma, from splitting the
average on two calves at the 2016 OHSRA
finals merely weeks after surgery. “I got done
practicing the day before a rodeo and bent
down to take off some back boots. I scared my
horse and he kicked me in the leg, breaking my
femur.” Kicked in early April, Yaleigh got on a
horse two weeks post-surgery and placed at a
roping event two weeks later. She is a header in the team roping but breakaway is easily her
favorite event. “It is just me and my horse, everything has to be just right to catch fast. I like how
fast and technical it all is.” Before the accident she also tied goats but will hold off from that for
a while.
On a horse at just three years old and roping at six, rodeo is a huge part of the Yarbrough family.
Related to Stran Smith, Tuf, Cliff and Clint Cooper and Shada Brazile, roping is a family sport.
“We all get together for holidays and I will go stay with all of them sometimes. They always
help me with my roping a lot.” Yandy, her dad, was a bull dogger and is now a pickup man off
Mate, Yaleigh’ s horse. Bobbie, her mom, also roped calves, and helped get her started in rodeo.
“I ran barrels and poles in junior rodeos until I was about ten and then I quit for a little bit. I
started back up in the seventh grade and have been going ever since.” She has qualified for the
Oklahoma junior high and high school finals for the past six years. She was reserve breakaway
roper in the NWOJR in 2014 and this summer she placed fourth in the average at the Rising Stars
Calf Roping.
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Ocie J. Yarborough. Yarborough
Development is currently working on the
renovation of Baldwin High School and Deer
Lakes High School and building Vista Grande
on Mt. Washington. His company has built
Riverview Nursing Home in McKeesport,
McClure Elementary School in White Oak,
Mifflin Elementary School in Lincoln Place,
Gateway High School in Monroeville,
University High School in Morgantown, W.
Va., South Fayette High School, and the
stadium and bleachers at West Mifflin Area
High School, among other projects. A
successful businessman seems like a reach for
a boy who grew up on a tobacco farm in Scranton, S.C., with no electricity and a sixth-grade
education. “I felt that I had to work real hard in life because of my education and my
background,” Yarborough said. He actually had to repeat sixth grade because he missed so much
school taking care of the farm after his father Ocie Yarborough injured his eye. Yarborough, at
age 15, then worked on various jobs with his grandfather, J. W. Williams, who was a contractor
in Fayetteville, N.C. He later worked as a carpenter at Baptist Hospital in Columbia, S.C.
Two friends convinced 17-year old Yarborough to come to McKeesport so they could work
construction jobs. He soon also found a job making much more than he was in South Carolina
when former business partner Perry Lee Spyres offered him a job making $2.50 an hour as
opposed to $1.67. Yarborough met Spyres because the friends he traveled to McKeesport with
were working for him and he asked Yarborough to hang doors for him in Dormont. “Spyres was
a good carpenter, but he couldn’t do finish work,” Yarborough said. “I was a good cabinet
maker, could hang doors and all that kind of stuff. He made me an offer. He said if I would stay
and take care of the finish work, we’d split everything halfway.”
After working together for about a year, Yarborough said Spyres left the area after going
through a divorce in 1959. He said after Spyres left, the company did a lot of work in Jefferson
Hills and Moon Township and worked consistently with Ryan Homes. The company worked out
of Yarborough’s house along Portsmouth Drive, which he bought in 1960 after living in various
municipalities. Yarborough then constructed a building at 1700 Washington Blvd., where the
business is now. Yarborough worked under the name Ocie J. Yarborough Carpenter Contractor
until 1969, when the company name became Yarborough Construction. In 1975, the company
became incorporated as Yarborough Development. He opened an ice cream shop, OC Treat-N
Eat, in the same building as Yarborough Development in 1995. He then sold it in 2000.
Yarborough also became part owner of Youghiogheny Country Club in 2007.
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